Guide to Cleaning Out Your Closet!
Follow these tips to overhaul your wardrobe:
1. Reorganize your clothes by seasons (Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer). Focus on current seasons only.
2. Put items that need mending or minor alterations into a FIX pile. Set aside for another day.
3. Identify items you’re keeping for SENTIMENTAL reasons, i.e. they’re associated with a memory/gift,
or you imagine some purpose for them in the future. Also best to leave for another day.
4. Create piles for: KEEP, CONSIGN, DONATE or TOSS.
How do you decide between Consign, Donate or Toss?
- Try Consignment if it’s from a fashionable label or a timeless/current style.
- Donate most everything else.
- Toss if it’s so damaged, faded & worn beyond repair.
5. Try on each piece to see IF they fit and HOW they fit.
- If an item no longer fits, put in one of the CONSIGN, DONATE or TOSS piles
6. Estimate the last time you wore a questionable item.
- If it’s been more than 12 months, put in one of the CONSIGN, DONATE or TOSS piles
- Start using the flipped hanger method - after you wear something, hang it back up in the opposite
direction on the rack. Next time you go through your closet, you’ll know what hasn’t been worn.
7. Decide if you would buy this item again today if you saw it in a store.
- If not, put in one of the CONSIGN, DONATE or TOSS piles
8. Place what’s left into your KEEP pile and sort it by group, hanging as much as you can:
- Cardigans/Light Jackets/Vests, Tops, Tunics, Dresses, Skirts, Pants, etc.
- Sort each hung group by length and color.
- Fold t-shirts, casual pants, leggings, workout clothes, etc.
- Fold sweaters with larger weaves to prevent stretching.
9. Congratulations, you should have a more streamlined closet!

If you still need help creating outfits & styling them,
bring in up to 10 items (or less) to Marigold for a FREE Closet Makeover!
Learn how to mix, match, & accessorize + figure out basics you have or may need.
Appointment required. Call 317-254-9939 or email MarigoldClothing@sbcglobal.net

